Certifications for IT products

Applus+ Laboratories works with manufacturers and developers in the IT and communications industries to help improve the competitiveness and cybersecurity of products, components and systems. We offer a range of testing, certification and training services aimed at facilitating market access. Our accumulated experience in IT and cybersecurity testing allows us to help you adapt your production processes to speed up the certification of new products.

Whether in a Smartcard or embedded in a mobile handset, secure elements offer a consistent security solution with a well-defined certification scheme that includes security evaluations against malicious operations and assessment of SE compliance with functional and interoperability specifications. One of the major challenges for smart card and SE manufacturers is achieving certification in the shortest time possible.

Applus+ provides security and functional compliance testing for Smartcards, Secure Elements and Mobile Security Elements, combined Common Criteria and EMVCo security evaluations for ICs and platforms, as well as security testing for secure hardware boxes and other IT products.

Contact: info@appluslaboratories.com